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Mapping New Worlds: Culture and Cartography in Sixteenth-Century
Venice
By

DENIS COSGROVE

'Maps are graphic representations that facilitate a spatial understanding of things, concepts,
conditions, processes or events in the human world'.' Rather than emphasizing the content of
maps, or the technical processes by which they are produced, this definition emphasizes the
cognitive and conceptual aspects of the act of 'mapping.' The irreducible features of mapping
are graphic representation: the production of a pictorial artifact, and spatial coordination: an
emphasis on geometrical ordering of distance, direction, scale and shape. Seen in this way,
mapping has affinities to planning: formulating idealized representations of the world which
gesture towards action. Less definitively fixed is the content of such representations: maps may
represent concepts as well as things, events and processes as well as conditions; the human
world represented by maps may be terrestrial or celestial, imaginary or real, sacred or profane.
Commenting on the history of cartography,J. B. Harley points to its distortion in the past by an
over-emphasis on 'scientific frontiers and the revolutions of mapping, on landmarks and innovations, on the saga of how the unmappable was finally mapped.' He pleads for the history of
maps to be related also 'to the social implications of their varied form and subject matter'.2
Venetian cartography has rightly claimed a significant place in the history of European cartography and Harley's argument may legitimately be applied to much of the literature on the
development of Venetian mapping, especially to the pioneering work of Roberto Almagia3 and
his student Eugenia Bevilacqua,4 although among art historians there have been notable contributions to our understanding of the role of cartographic representation in promoting and
sustaining Venetian civic and political myths.5 We still lack a detailed critical survey of the
broad range Venetian Renaissance cartography and its place in the culture of the sixteenth
century Republic, although David Woodward's detailed scholarly studies of Paolo Forlani
offer a necessary foundation for such a work.6
Such a study would of necessity go well beyond mapping alone, relating cartographic production not only to the sophisticated geographical culture of Venice in the sixteenth-century
but to its literary, artistic and scientific cultures and to significant debates about the destiny of
the Republic, its physical form, its political and commercial relations to an expanded European
world and its responses to religious reform.7 The purpose of this paper is to sketch a prolegomenon to such a study. It addresses Harley's plea in the case of Venetian sixteenth century
mapping, first by examining the socio-economic and environmental context in which Venetian
cinquecento maps were produced; second by outlining the major contributions made be Venetian cartography between the still strongly medieval Venetian mappaemundiof Fra Mauro and
Giovanni Leardo of the 1440s and the end of the sixteenth century which witnessed the publication of Livio Sanuto's Geographyillustrated by his brother Giulio's engraved maps, Ruscelli's
Ptolemy,and Giuseppe Rosaccio's great wall map: Universaledescrittionedi tuttoil mondo,first published in 1597.8 Finally, I shall discuss the broader cultural discourse with which Venetian
mapping at this time was immersed. This should allow us in conclusion to recognize not only
that maps held a place in Venetian patrician culture close to the heart of a number of its central
concerns, but equally that mapping as a mode of representation was intimately connected to
other, much more widely recognized, modes of graphic representation: painting, etching,
engraving and drawing, particularly when they took landscape as a subject matter, a genre to
which sixteenth century Venice was a key contributor.9 Before turning to Venice, however, it is
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pertinent to make some comments on the Geographiaof Claudius Ptolemy whose introduction
into the West in the opening years of the fifteenth century was of such significance for the later
development of terrestrial mapping in Europe.
Not only did Ptolemy revolutionize the modes of global and large-scale geographical representation available to Europeans, but the divergence between his geographical claims and
the direct experience of the world reported by Renaissance navigators and others raised a host
of conceptual and practical questions that occupied geographers and others, not least in
Venice, throughout the sixteenth century.'0
Brought to Florence about 1400 from Byzantium, the eight books of Ptolemy's Geographia,
seven of which consist mainly of locational coordinates for toponyms across the known world,
were translated into Latin by 1410 and published for the first time in Vicenza in 1475 and
Bologna in 1477. The revolutionary feature of Ptolemy's cartography was its theoretical linking
of terrestrial locations to astronomical observations, thereby generating a theoretical spatial
grid and locational coordinates for any place on earth. Over the following century more than a
dozen translations in 30 published editions appeared, many containing woodcut and copper
engraved maps, and commentaries indicating not only the profound significance of this Classical work for the Renaissance furor geographicusbut equally the speed and depth of revisions to
Ptolemy made necessary by new geographical knowledge. I shall reserve discussion of the
specifically Venetian contributions to this Ptolemeic science for a later section. I do not intend
to discuss the revolutionary implications of the spatial grid for European conceptions of space.
These have been outlined elsewhere." Rather I shall comment on that brief section of his first
book where Ptolemy defines the structure of geographical knowledge and its graphic representation. This structure was widely understood and frequently quoted in Renaissance cartography; not only did it have the authority of a Classical text, it appealed to the Renaissance love of
hierarchy as a foundation of cosmic and intellectual order.'2 It allows us to locate Ptolemy's
science within a broader cultural debate of considerable significance in Venice. In the opening
paragraphs of Book 1 Ptolemy distinguishes geography and chorography:
La ovepropriodellageografiae di mostrartuttain uno,& continuadellaTerracognita,com'ellastia di natura& di sito, & si
stendesolamentefino
alle cosepii principali... Il fine dellacorografia
e di rappresentare
unasolaparte,si comechi imitasseo
un'orecchia
allaguisadi coloro,i qualidescrivono,
dipingere
o dipingono
tuttouncapo... ilfinedellaGeografia
e di considerare
il
tuttoin universals.
La corografia
poipin attendealla qualitade'luoghi,chealla quantita,o grandezzaloro.Consciosa
cosa,cheellaprocuirper
tuttodi rappresentar
configurela veraforma, o simiglianzade'luoghi,& noncosiparimentela simmetria,o misure,o dispositione,chehannofraloro,e concielo,o conmondotutto.13
The purpose of Geography is to represent the unity and continuity of the known world in its true nature and
location, and restricts itself to the principal elements [of the world]. The aim of Chorography is to represent
only a part, as those who render or depict an ear, as opposed to those describing or depicting the whole head ...
the purpose of Geography is to consider the whole, universally.
Chorography thereforeconcentrates more on the quality of places than on their quantity or scale, aware that
it should use all means to sketch the true form or likeness of places and not so much their correspondence,
measure or disposition amongst themselves or with the heavens or with the whole of the world.

Ptolemy's distinction between a geographywhich accurately represents the whole known world
and its parts according to astronomical observations and fixed geometrical principles, and chorographywhich gives a pictorial 'impression' of a local area without regard to quantitative accuracy was widely noted by Renaissance translators and commentators.14 It formed the basis for a
distinction between the types of mapping activity distinguished not only by scale but by technique and skill. A third element in this hierarchy, implicit in Ptolemy's text, was also widely
recognized. This was cosmography,which while locating the terrestrial sphere accurately within
the celestial spheres of fixed and moving stars, considers the form and pattern of the whole
celestial scheme. Through cosmography Ptolemeic cartography was related to astronomy, the
body of knowledge in Ptolemy's Almagest and necessary for accurately determining terrestrial
coordinates and constructing global and large-scale maps. This three-fold hierarchy of Ptolemeic science became established during the early sixteenth century as celestial cosmography
was separated from terrestrial geography. The hierarchy is made quite clear by Peter Apian,
and, using Apian's illustrations, was graphically demonstrated in Antonio Campi's 1571 map
of the province of Cremona where the chorographic map is decorated by a global azimuthal
insert showing latitude and longitude with human figures fixing coordinates by use of the cross66

staff, and a geocentric diagram of the celestial spheres.'5 The tripartite hierarchy formed the
structure of Giacomo Gastaldi's Universaledescrittionsdel mondoof 1561-1565 which we shall discuss below. The link with cosmography is significant not only because astronomical science
itself underwent the profound reevaluation of Copernicus' De revolutionibusof 1543, but also
because it relates Renaissance cartography to the dense discourse of cosmology with all its Neoplatonic and Hermetic accretions, so central to tradition of humanist philosophy and theology
from Ficino, Pomponazzi and Pico. 16 The Ptolemic hierarchy of cosmography, geography, and
chorography offers a useful classification of cartogarphic and associated scientific culture in
Renaissance Venice and will be used to structure subsequent discussion, always remembering
that holism and synthesis were critical aims of a Renaissance enquiry in which both God and
Man acted as points of unity transcending the hierarchical division of nature.
The environmentaland socio-economic
foundations of Venetianmapping
It is easy to understand why mapping should hold a particularly significant place in the daily
life of early modern Venice. A commercial centre of the first order that depended for its economic life on maritime trade and boasted the largest merchant fleet in Europe had an enduring
need for accurate and up-to-date charts of its trading sphere. From the late thirteenth century
these had been produced in Genoa and later in Venice, where Pietro Vesconte is recorded as
the first professional cartographer in the early fourteenth century. These portolan charts
showed with ever-increasing accuracy the Mediterranean coasts and islands, with rhumb-lines
for directional finding. While they indicated distance and direction the maps were unrelated to
astronomical coordinates, although indication of these begins to appear in marginal scales on
some of them from the early sixteenth century. Venetian workshops vied with those of Genoa
and the Catalan ports in the quality of their charts, collecting them together in atlases.'7 But
Venice had a further need for cartographic skills. Its own immediate'environment of the lagoon
was unstable and subject to alteration of channels, banks and lidi. A rich documentation from
the late thirteenth century onwards testifies to growing intervention on the part of the Republic
in protecting the marine defenses, dredging channels in the lagoon, diverting fresh water away
from it to prevent silting.'8 The scale of this work increased radically from the later fifteenth
century, especially with diversion of the river Brenta at Dolo in the 1480s, leading to the establishment in 1501 of the Savi alle Acque, later the Savi ed Esecutori alle Acque. Such large-scale
environmental intervention required careful survey, levelling and mapping from the microscale of individual channels to whole river systems and the open aquatic spaces of the lagoon, as
we see for example in the watercolored parchment map dating also from 1501 and showing
Torcello and the marshlands and valli around Tessera al Dese.'9 As we shall see, sixteenth
century Venice benefitted from a succession of highly skilled engineer-cartographers acting as
proti and periti for this work, using mapping as a key tool of environmental planning.
Closely related to the hydrographic mapping was the demand for resource and military
maps for the exploitation and defense of Venetian territories. This demand increased greatly
with the amassing of a land empire during the fifteenth century. In 1470, for example, the
Council of Ten demanded an inventory of all oaks in its territories20 recording their numbers,
size, maturity and accessibility to a navigable channel. Records of feudal investitures, communal lands, mills and weirs on rivers and water offtakes for irrigation purposes were also kept.
Such information gathering became regularized under various magistraturefrom the midsixteenth century.2' Quite obviously one of the most systematic ways of recording and storing
such spatial information was by means of maps, and the archives of these magistratureoffer one
of the richest sources for the study of Venetian cartography. Commonly, the same men who are
recorded as periti for these agencies appear as major figures in the history of formal geographical
map design.
Defense too required the skills of the cartographer; indeed the history of the topographic map
is.deeply entangled with the history of warfare, especially in the years following the invention of
gunpowder. John Hale has commented that cartographic advances in Europe whetted the
appetite of rulers for territorial conquest and certainly made it easier.22 Cinquecento Venice
was more concerned with defense after the Cambrai Wars, but Cristoforo Sorte's boundary
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surveys and provincial maps for the Ducal Palace23 reveal that such a strategy depended
equally upon accurate cartography. Fortifications were reconstructed in the sixteenth century
around most of the mainland cities and maritime enclaves like Candia in response to the firepower of new forms of artillery. These demanded complex ground plans so that military engineers like Fra Giocondo, Michele Sanmichele and Francesco Tensini deployed skills of survey
and levelling which overlapped with those of the cartographers. The work of Francesco Maria
della Rovere, Governor General of the Republic's militia who coordinated terraferma defenses
in the late 1520s, indicates the relationship between mapping and planning. Tafuri has pointed
out that 'his work was based on an interpretation that envisioned the territory as an articulated
organism ... above all capable of overcoming the traditional paratactic representation of
space',24 that is, a perspective which while based on local cartographic knowledge, anticipates
the synthetic vision achieved technically rather later in cartography through triangulation.
If Venice had specific practical needs for maps, the Republic was also singularly placed to
develop as a European centre for cartographic developments from the Ptolemeic tradition. Its
close ties to Byzantium placed it in contact with the main intellectual point of transfer of Arab
knowledge to the West. It was in Byzantium that the Ptolemeic texts had been preserved and a
number of versions of the Geographywere circulating and being actively copied there in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.25 With the Fall of Byzantium in 1453 Venice became the main
inheritor of its intellectual traditions. Equally significant was Venice's role as a major European publishing centre in the sixteenth century, and the relative freedom with which information circulated there. In the crucial early years of New World discovery when Spain and
Portugal competed for territorial dominance and thus placed heavy constraints upon the diffusion of information, Venice, whose commercial interest in the consequences of Atlantic navigations was intense, became a critical centre for the collection and diffusion of information and
the publication of maps to represent it.26
Venetiancartographyto 1500
The world map produced in Fra Mauro's workshop on Murano dated 26 August 1460 represents the culmination of a great medieval tradition of mappaemundi. These maps vary significantly in their form and content27 and were capable of accreting new knowledge gained from
travellers and navigational charts to their basic synthesis of Classical and Biblical conceptions
of the world. Generally centered implicitly or explicitly on Jerusalem they represented in
Schulz's words a 'moralized geography' and were meant to be interpreted like scripture as
much as to be read or used as an instrument of geographical science. Venice had developed as a
center of the production of such maps: Fra Mauro's work was complemented by that of Giovanni Leardo and Antonio Leonardi, while an example on public display at Rialto was restored
in 1549.28 But their makers recognized that this mode of mapping was undermined by the rediscovery of Ptolemy. Andrea Bianco, a colleague of Fra Mauro, is recorded as having produced a
world map of Ptolemy's coordinates using parallel meridians in 143629and indeed Fra Mauro
himself 'felt it necessary to apologize for not following the parallels, meridians and degrees of
the Geography'.30The Ptolemeic ecumene was elongated east-west rather than circular, and it
took the Canary Islands (Fortunate Islands) as its prime meridian, the mid-point of its 180
degree hemisphere passing well to the east of the Holy Land, thus it ill-fitted with the circular
mappa mundi.
While the 'moral' cartography of the mappamundiwith its contours declining with distance
fromJerusalem may have been ceding place to the secular grid which privileged no single point
of its surface,3' Schulz has argued for a continued influence of the ideas associated with it in the
construction of the woodcut bird's eye view of Venice produced byJacopo de'Barbari in 1500.32
While remarkable for its empirical accuracy, elements like the structure of its ground plan, the
scalar distortion of the city and its key symbolic areas, and the decorative elements all suggest
that its subject is 'the commonwealth of Venice rather than the physical city: Venice, the premier trading and maritime power of Europe. Her physical features are exhibited as the material
manifestation of this state, just as the figures of Mercury and Neptune are the incarnations of its
numen. Jacopo's print is a visual metaphor for the Venetian state . ..'.3
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The tradition of mappaemundiupon whichJacopo drew emphasizes spatial stasis, an achieved
harmony and perfection. But the exigencies of the real world meant that topographic mapping
for political and administrative purposes was equally significant for the Venetian state. Maps
of Asia illustrating the Polo discoveries decorated the Sala di Scudo in the Ducal Palace on its
redecoration after the fire of 1483, painted over by Giacomo Gastaldi in the later sixteenth
century and again in 1762; while in 1460 the Council of Ten ordered local governors in the terraferma and Stato da Mar to have maps drawn of their areas for submission to Venice, a policy
which has left some of the most sophisticated regional maps of the early Renaissance and which
has prompted one writer to claim that Venice was 'the only state in fifteenth century Europe to
make regular use of maps in the work of government'.34
Late fifteenth century Venice thus had a tradition of both geographic and chorographic map
production upon which to draw. To this we must add the mariners' portolan charts, many of
their makers anonymous, with their increasingly accurate outline of coasts, coastal places and
dense network of navigational rhumb-lines.35 By the turn of the sixteenth century map publishing in Venice was highly organized.36 Workshop production consisted of four functions in the
creation of the map: compilation/design which involved collecting information and plotting it
on a plan, engraving in wood or copper, printing and the publishing. Throughout the century it
is difficult to differentiate these functions in terms of the individuals involved although a
number of distinct workshops can be recognized from their imprints: Camocio, Bertelli, Forlani, Pagano and Tramezzino.37 Certainly their activity meant that maps probably circulated
more easily and widely in this city than any other in Europe, forming one foundation for what
we may call 'cartographic literacy' among the Venetian patrician and citizen classes. At the
same time, the growing numbers of unpublished maps and disegni emerging from the demands
for survey: hydrographic, military, legal and administrative further encouraged this familiarity
with maps in Venice and underpinned the broader role of cartography in its sixteenth century
cultural life.
This cartographic literacy may be seen as part of a broader familiarity with the mathematics
and geometry of spatial representations for which there is ample evidence in the later fifteenth
century. It is well established that Italian merchant cities enjoyed a high level of visual literacy
as a result of geometrical training in the abaccowhich involved the recognition of simple spatial
and volumetric relations together with mathematical and proportional calculations.38 Such
schools flourished in Venice which was also a center for publication of many of the mathematical handbooks which popularized this knowledge for the merchant and artisan classes.
Among these were Luca Pacioli's Summadi arithmetica. . . (1494) and Francesco Feliciano's Scala
Grimaldella: Libro d'aritmetica... of 1518.39 Such books continued to be published in Venice
throughout the sixteenth century, by practicing surveyors like Cosimo Bartoli and Silvio Belli,
while Nicolo Tartaglia published the first Italian translation of Euclid's Elementsin Venice in
1543 and his work on gunnery, La novascienza, in 1550.40 We need hardly add that the Euclidian
techniques which underlay practical survey and mapping were also central to the visual arts
and recognize that the ability both to produce and 'read' a map are closely related to the ability
to read the spatially extensive townscape paintings that flourished in late fifteenth century
Venice. The works of Carpaccio, Gentile Bellini, Lazzaro Bastiani and Giovanni Mansuetti
that decorated the walls of Scuole chambers combined complex perspectives with topographical detail of an almost cartographic accuracy. As in the great Barbari map itself, in these
works 'topographical exactitude in attributes as in narrative settings should be understood as a
manifestation of the Renaissance interest in natural appearances and fidelity of representation,
grafted onto an ideal significance, but not replacing it'.41 We shall return below to the significance of practical and speculative mathematics in the representation and manipulation of
nature.
SixteenthcenturyVenetianmapping
To the structural circumstances encouraging a cartographic culture in late fifteenth century
Venice we must add the conjuncture of events in the early years of the new century both within
and beyond the Republic which radically increased the practical and theoretical significance of
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Cristoforo Sorte's Disegno for irrigation water system at Barbarano Vicentino,
By courtesyof the Archivio di Stato, Venice.
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mapping. We have already referred indirectly to the two most important: the decades of land
warfare following Agnadello up to 1529 which added a new dimension to Venice's traditional
maritime defense needs, and to the Atlantic navigations. Emerging in part out of these shocks
was a sustained debate of the renewal (renovatio)of the Republic and its historical mission, a
debate which we shall consider in detail below. The loss and recovery of the terraferma provinces not only encouraged closer administrative and military attention on the part of the
Republic to its landed patrimony, as we have seen, but opened a period of intensive economic
and environmental exploitation of it. Purchase of landed estates and private alienation of communal lands, especially in the nearer provinces of Padua, Treviso, Vicenza and the Polesine
was accompanied by increased intervention in its hydrography. The works of the Savi ed Esecutori alle Acque and from 1556 of the Magistratura per i Beni Inculti in diverting rivers, drain70

ing marshes, canalizing and building embankments, irrigating broli and rice fields represent a
major environmental transformation of parts of the terrafermaassociated with the dual policy of
lagoon protection and agricultural self-sufficiency. Central coordination of this hydro-landscape required a substantial bureaucracy, headed by patrician provveditorilike Nicolo Zencollector of maps and globes-and serviced by engineer-surveyors like Cristoforo Sabbadino,
Cristoforo Sorte, Giacomo Gastaldi, Sabastiano Remi, Nicolo Galese and Antonio Magro.
Detailed disegniwere required to accompany proposals submitted to these magistrature,the supplicant often retaining a second copy. They are compass oriented and frequently painted in
watercolors on paper, adopting certain color and symbol conventions of representation: red for
buildings, blue for watercourses and green for irrigated fields, or the hand and pointing finger
to specify locations (Fig. 1). They provide the most substantial evidence of the centrality of car71

tography in the daily affairs of the Republic. For the most part these maps are highly local,
dealing with individual streams or groups of fields. But larger drainage schemes gave rise to
more sophisticated regional maps of the lagoon or whole provinces, for example, the Polesine.
While the Republic did not participate directly in the navigations and discoveries, Venice
took an intense interest in their progress and they had a powerful impact on Venetian cartography. The new knowledge challenged Ptolemeic orthodoxies on the size of the globe, the distribution of lands and seas and the habitability of the earth, requiring the frequent re-drawing of
globes and world maps.42 Information flowed into Venice from its embassies and agents in
Iberia, especially from Gasparo Contarini, ambassador to Spain, who was responsible too for
securing the Vicentine Antonio Pigafetta's place on the Magellan circumnavigation of
1519-21. We may observe the influence of the discoveries in the portolan maps which continued to be produced throughout the century, for example, the world atlas of nine maps by
Battista Agnese which included a Ptolemeic world map, repeating many of Ptolemy's errors for
Eurasian coasts and islands, but showing with some accuracy the eastern coastline of the New
World and the route taken by Magellan as recorded by Pigafetta (Fig. 2).4
It was above all in published editions of Ptolemy's Geographyand in Gianbattista Ramusio's
three volumes of Navigationi et Viaggi44 that we see the impact of discovery on Venetian cartography. Ptolemy's Geographyachieved wider access by its translation into the vernacular, and two
such translations appeared in Venice during the course of the century: that by Andrea Mattioli
in 1548, and Girolamo Ruscelli's, to which we shall return, which appeared in 1561 with later
editions in 1564 and 1573.45The former contained 60 copperplate maps, 26 of them the original
Ptolemeic tabulae,and 34 modern, all of them the work of Giacomo Gastaldi, while the latter has
again the 26 ancient maps but 36 new ones, many of them reprinted or copied from the Mattioli
edition. These new illustrations included a double-hemisphere map which Ruscelli discusses at
length, pointing out that Ptolemy was able to represent the oecumene on one hemisphere
because he knew only a quarter of the globe. Today, in order to grasp the true sphericity of the
earth, Ruscelli claims we require a new mode of representation: the double-hemisphere map,
il nostromondo
'Questoadunquee certamenteilpiui ragionevole,ilpiui vero,& il migliormododi rappresentare
moderno,cioe tutto il globo della terra abitata in piano-. 46 Ruscelli also included a carta marina with
rhumb-lines and his work represents a synthesis of advanced geographic knowledge of the
changed globe.
Geographical understanding was diffused to an even broader audience by the cartographic
workshops we have already mentioned which, by the mid-sixteenth century, were binding
printed maps of various kinds into commercial collections (essentially atlases) for sale in the
Merceria. Ferrando Bertelli particularly was active in this field, owning plates garnered (and
frequently re-engraved) from a wide range of sources in Rome and beyond Italy for binding the
prints into single volumes of up to 150 maps.47 Similar collections contained city views (veduti)
and plans, for example, the 1568 publication by Zaltieri with 50 plates by Guilio Ballino. The
previous year Domenico Zenoi had obtained a privilege to 'print or have printed for sale
devotional figures, portraits and geographiesof Europe, Asia, Africa'.48
In terms of the Ptolemeic mapping hierarchy, events on land encouraged chorographic and
local mapping in Venice while maritime matters stimulated production of geographical maps.
Sustaining this distinction, two figures dominated the Republic's map-making in the middle
years of the century: Cristoforo Sorte and Giacomo Gastaldi. They were know to each other
and closely linked by their various activities to key events and figures in the cultural life of sixteenth century Venice. Both wrote short but significant cartographic-scientific texts. Cristoforo
Sorte, born in Verona in 1506/10, trained as a painter in Mantua under Giulio Romano.49 He
was employed for two periods as perito ordinariofor the reclamation ministry in 1556-64 and
1589-93, producing large numbers of drawings for irrigation and drainage, and in the 1570s for
the Camera ai Confini, surveying boundaries in the Alps. His most important cartographic
commission for the Republic came in 1578 with the request for a 31 foot long map of the terraferma to be painted on the inside wall of the Sala del Senato in the Ducal Palace. In the 1580s
this was altered to a set of six maps, five of them large-scale representations of the Venetian
mainland provinces and the other a general map of the whole land empire.50 While other car72
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Map of Island of Sumatra by Giacomo Gastaldi in G. B. Ramusio, Navigationi et Viaggi, 3 (1556).
By courtesyof the Biblioteca Aiarciana, Venice.

tographers, notably Sabbadino, produced similar scale maps, Sorte's are characterized by
their greater artistry and adoption of an oblique bird's eye perspective. Even a map like that
prepared to illustrate irrigation in the province of Treviso takes on something of the quality of a
landscape painting, with individual fields and hedges identified and its relief representation
adopting conventions taken from Flemish landscapists. While a highly-skilled engineer, capable of proposing large-scale reclamation schemes,51 Sorte was familiar with both Ptolemeic
and artistic culture. His 1580 text Osservazioninellapittura is a technical guide to the making of
chorographic maps, not in terms of survey and drafting, but, following Ptolemy's claim in Book
1 of the Geographythat chorography deals with qualitative matters and is related to painting, in
terms of design and coloring. The work has properly been seen as one of the earliest treatises on
landscape painting.52
Giacomo Gastaldi, born in Piemonte, was active in Venice by the late 1530s and died there in
1566. He worked with Sorte at the reclammation ministry in the iSS0s, having conducted a
levelling survey of the Adige river in 1556 and was named Cosmographer to the Republic. Like
Sorte, he was commissioned to work in the Ducal Palace (in Gastaldi's case, in the Sala di
Scudo) during the 1540s, where he repainted the world regional maps dating from the late fifteenth century. But his key contributions lie in the geographical maps he produced for engraving and reproduction. We have already mentioned his contribution to the Mattiolo Ptolemy
which included seven of the New World; equally significant are his contributions to Ramusio's
Navigationi in which twelve of his plans and maps are printed: three of Africa in Volume 1 and
nine (seven of America) in Volume 3 (Fig. 3). A large number of individual maps were produced, some engraved, for individual patrons, including the magnificent nine-sheet world map
in the British Museum, probably related to his text Cosmographiauniversalis(c. 1561). 3 With
Gastaldo, the nautical orientation of large-scale geographical maps gave way to a continental
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focus as his representations made use of the fullest possible contemporary knowledge (much of
it gained from Ramusio) of the size and interior of the great land masses. If Sorte fulfilled the
Ptolemeic definition of chorography, Gastaldi fulfilled that of geography as a mathematical
science of quantity as his own brief text of 1565 bears testimony. Opening with a discussion of
the elements as they combine to make a perfect sphere, it continues with a reference to the Ptolemeic hierarchy before concentrating on the problems of representing the sphere on a flat surface and describing the habitability and parts of the known world. Taken together with his
world maps, Gastaldi's books represent concise world geographies seeking to make available to
mid-sixteenth century Venice accurate and up-to-date geographical knowledge of the four
parts of the inhabited world.
By concentrating on Sorte and Gastaldi I do not wish to imply that they define the limits of
Venetian cinquecento cartography. Sabbadino's maps of the lagoon and Giulio Sanuto's
engraved global gores and regional maps of Africa both testify to the existence of a wide range of
cartographic skills and interests throughout the century. Indeed, the final years of the sixteenth
century were marked in Venice by a new Italian translation and commentary on Ptolemy's
Geographyby the Paduan Gio. Antonio Magrini in 1596 which would be re-published up to
1621, and by the decorated splendor of Giuseppe Rosaccio's wall map of 1597: Universale
Descrittione di tutto il Mondo which seeks to incorporate the latest material on discovery and
settlement with illustrated ethnological narratives of the New World taken from De Bry's
Americae(Volumes 1 and 2) and allegorical figures of the four continents (Fig. 4).54 This Venetian cartography anticipates the Baroque world maps and globes of Bleau and Coronelli in the
next century. However, Sorte and Gastaldi allow us to make some of the most direct links to
broader questions of artistic and scientific culture and practice in Venice during this period,
and it is to these that I now turn.
Mapping and culturein sixteenthcenturyVenice
So far, we have focused on the chorographic and geographic levels in the Ptolemeic hierarchy.
If we are to place Venetian sixteenth century mapping in a broader cultural context, we must
consider the third level: cosmography,the description of the cosmos or the universe. The articulation of astronomical observation and terrestrial location was, as we have i.oted, the most
revolutionary technical aspect of Ptolemy's work for cartographic representation in the Renaissance. Since Ptolemy's work represented the summary of a Classical tradition of learning that
originated in the Pythagorean concept of a spherical earth,55 it is little wonder that his cosmography also appealed strongly to the cosmological strain in Renaissance Venetian thought, a
concern with the meanings of space and time which fed into political, religious and historical
debate, affecting both humanist speculation and technical practice.
Cosmography,humanistspeculationand renovatioin Venice
In Fra Luca Pacioli's Suma di arithmeticalgeometria,proportioniet proportionalita( 1494),56 we find
reference to the centrality of number, geometry and proportion as the measure of all things,
from the greatest to the least:
Whoever will speak of cosmography will see the necessity of number, measure and proportion, as is demonstrated by all the ancients: Eratosthenes, Strabo, Marinus, Ptolemy and other excellent cosmometers. When all
the universal world duly proportioned is graded in a small map, provinces, cities, castles, maritime places and
seas are represented.

The greatest things in creation, however, go beyond the 'universal world,' they are metaphysical. But even here the reason of mathematics applies: 'in his metaphysics [Euclid] affirms
the mathematical sciences as being in the first rank of certainty'.58 Like so many of his contemporaries, Pacioli embraced a Pythagorean-Platonic view of the mathematical and geometrical
structure of the universe. Mathematical reason allows us to understand the harmoniamundiin
the created universe and further, to grasp metaphysical concepts like the Trinity: 'through the
wonderful correspondence between God and the world, created on the model of divine harmony, number becomes the means and criterion to elevate oneself from the sensible world to
the invisible and ineffable truth of God' .5 This was the theme of Pacioli's De divinaproportione
( 1509) and his famous lecture at San Bartolomeo di Rialto in 1508, attended by the intellectual
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Fig. 4.

1597. (This edition,
From Giuseppe Rosaccio's Univeraledescrittionedi tuttoil mondo .
c. 1645). Detail showing North America using illustrations from De Bry.
By courtesyof Harry Ransom ResearchCenter, Universityof Texas at Austin.

world of early sixteenth century Venice. The Neoplatonic tradition, developed in Florence by
Ficino and Pico was sustained in Venetian mathematical science throughout the century: by
Francesco Giorgi, Nicolo Tartaglia, Silvio Belli and others.60 One of its consistent themes was
that of'seeing' mathematics, and through them God's immanence in the Universe. This placed
considerable significance on graphic representation, whether in the visual arts or in mapping
and survey which depended on visual measurement:6' the most powerful and immediate
graphic representation of the Universe or nature (natura) and the proportioned harmony running through them. Mapping at the descending scales of the Ptolemeic heirarchy served to
reveal proportion and harmony at all levels of creation, an idea most familiar in concepts of
macrocosm and microcosm.62
Ideas of celestial harmony in the macrocosm and its recovery on earth in the microcosm of
man or human society are to be found not only in the arts and literature where they have been
extensively studied, but equally in Venetian political discourse where the utopian theme of
Venice as the constitutional (and indeed physical) manifestation of divine harmonies was
strongly articulated during the sixteenth century. As the divergent visions of G~asparo Con76

tarini and Domenico Morosini reveal, this theme could be deployed on both sides of political
debates about the future of the Republic in the troubled years of the century,63entering into
practical matters of architecture, engineering and land drainage.
Manfredo Tafuri has recently examined these competing visions of Venetian destiny as they
were debated and articulated in various cultural fields.64The debate originated with the conquest of the land empire which had challenged Venice's traditional maritime orientation. It
turned critical with the crises of Cambrai and the joint threats to commerce from Iberian navigations and Turkish advance.65Thenceforth it resonated throughout the sixteenth century.
Our interest is not so much to comment on the differentpositions adopted but to recognize that
both centered on the idea of the enduring and universal features of the Republic's myth of harmony and how they should be respected within a strategy of renewal (renovatio);
in the language
of the debate, how the absolutes of prudentia,which implied justice, good government, origine
and universal time, could be reconciled with novitas.66 The popular emblem ofprudentiain Venetian culture was the tricipitium,
or three ages of man, which embodied both the cyclical quality of
natural time and the specific rebirth assured by Christ. The tricipitium
spoke to those traditions
ofjustice and good government which allowed Venice to live in 'uninterrupted cosmic time.'
Equally, Tafuri argues, through its origin myths-so strongly re-articulatedand representedin
the years after Agnadello-Venice identified the Christian age of redemption or re-naissance
with Venetian time.67In what he acknowledges is an unorthodox reading of Giorgione's Three
Philosophers
(Fig. 5), Tafuri suggests that its three figures, obviously the tricipitium,
represent the
harmony of origin, novelty and universal or cosmic time:
His [the youth's] eyes are fixed on an origin,a cave that he has reduced to reason, having 'measured'it geometrically. The 'new'-youth with its compass and square-studies, contemplates and 'measures' nature, which is
represented as a source; next to him maturity-philosophy or Arab mathematics?-and the cosmic wisdom of
the 'old man' confirmhis ratioon other levels. The 'three philosophers' do not stand in opposition: in a silent and
serious dialogue, they clearly form an indissoluble whole in which the 'youth' reads the book of nature, showing
he is playing close attention to the lesson of the first word, confirmed and universalized by the 'old man,' the
sage who is custodian of tradition.68

Despite its unorthodoxy, Tafuri claims that this reading has the merit of inserting Giogione's
painting into the context of the debate over the historical destiny of the Venetian Republic. I
believe it is possible, at least primafacie, similarly to locate the Ptolemeic conception of cartographic representation into this reading.
The compositional center of TheThreePhilosophers
is arguably the geometrical instrument in
the hands of the youth. If, as Tafuri suggests, he is 'measuring' the cave,69then he is engaged in
a form of terrestrial survey. He could equally be taking a celestial bearing, in which case the
object of observation must be the secondary light source of a star or the moon.70It cannot be the
sun, for that is visible as a secondary compositional center, shown either rising or setting-both
moments where the moon could easily be visible low on the horizon. In this case at least three
planets are significant in the painting: earth, sun, and either moon or moving star; thus, a form
of cosmography or celestial survey is implied and we are reminded of the standard iconography
of both the cosmographer and the geographer, as for example in the later frontispiece of Mattioli's translation of the Geography
(reproduced in the 1564 and 1574 editions of Ruscelli) where
Ptolemy himself is shown similarly engaged in fixing terrestriallocations (Fig. 6). It is further
significant to note that as a landscape painting, which in part it is, the work incorporates all
four seasons (indicated by the variable state of the vegetation), seasons dependent upon the
relative movements of sun and earth which determine major parallels on the Ptolomeic map:
equator and tropics. The ability to paint the seasons was a significant part of the chorographer's art as Sorte's long discussion in Osservazioni
indicates.7 I am suggesting then that
the tripartite hierarchy of Ptolomeic representation: cosmography, geography and chorography may be read into this painting, as it may be read into other representations of astronomy (or astrology) in sixteenth century Venice, for example Giulio Campagnola's 1509
engraving titled TheAstrologer,or Titian's pen and ink drawing of Satyrsin a landscape
in which
the student of the celestial map is located in a pastoral setting appropriate to the observation of
terrestrial nature and its cyclical changes.
Cartography,practicalityand Venetianrenovatio

Girogione's understanding of the concepts that gathered around the mathematical arts is indicated by his fresco at the Casa Pellizzari at Castelfranco which depicts the liberal arts. Among
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Fig. 5. Giorgione's ThreePhilosophers.
By courtesyof the KunsthistorischesMuseum, Vienna.

these we may observe the instruments of square and compass and two spheres, one showing the
celestial map, the other an armillary spheramundi.Both indicate the zodiacal band which relates
the two worlds. In terms of the liberal arts, these figures represent astronomy, geometry and
arithmetic, which together with music (in which Giorgione was especially skilled) formed the
four elements of the medieval Quadrivium. But Giorgione's frieze depicts more than the traditional liberal arts, it includes representations of armour, weapons, painting, weights and pulleys, that is, representations of armatura,one of the seven mechanical arts classified by Hugo of
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St. Victor, which also included navigation, agriculture, medicine, theater, hunting and weaving.712Armaturaextended to architecture and sculpture. A number of these mechanical or practical arts were the subject of intense interest in sixteenth century Venice because they were
essential to the process of renovatio,whether by sea (navigatio) or on land (agricultura)or in the
city itself (architettura),to which in their different ways both factions in the debate over Venice's
destiny were committed.7" The parallel debate over the social significance of liberal and mechanical arts need not detain us,7 except to recognize that the liberal arts came to be associated
with discovery of the true causes of things, often occult, and the mechanical arts with empirical
observation and practicality. While 'mapping' or cartography does not appear as a distinct
'art' in either classification, in the discussion quoted earlier from Ptolemy's First Book they are
related both to the liberal arts of astronomy, mathematics and geometry and to the mechanical
art of painting. As we have seen, in Venice the demands made on mapping also related it precisely to those other mechanical arts: navigation, agriculture and architecture. A Ptolemeic
conception of the hierarchy of cartographic representation thus placed it on the boundary of
Iberal admcnIcal
ars In also of th seuaIv
an th practIca. When we tur toths
I

Ptolemy in the light of new discoveries, we observe them engaged in both sets of activities as
they relate to the destiny of the Republic.
Pietro Bembo (1470-1547) is one such figure. His interests relate him in his early years to
Giorgione and in later life to Gastaldi and Ramusio. Bembo's adherence to neoplatonic ideas of
the harmonia
mundiis well-known,75his geographical and cartographic interests perhaps less so.
His Latin treatise, De Aetna (1495), contains a chorographic description of the landscape
around Mt. Etna, including carefully recorded observations on climate and soil fertility.76The
work is structured as a debate between Bembo and his father:youth and age, classical authority
and contemporary experience. In the theoretical discussion on the reasons for Etna's eruptions,
Bembo's father refers to the continuous renewal of the earth as envisaged by Pythagoras and
Hesiod, while his son subjects the cyclical conception to experience and reason, seeking to
explain the processof renewal by referenceto terrestrialphysics.77In a later poem, the Benacusof
1525, Bembo offers a chorographic description of the landscapes of the Val Padana. Bembo's
centrality in the cultural life of Venice during the first half of the century does not need to be
reassessed here, but his cartographic and geographical interests provided a constant stimulus
to his later thought and work. He was a collector of globes and maps and an intimate correspondent of cartographers and geographers. It is not surprising to find Francesco Sanuto
approaching Bembo about the geographical education of his son.78Through this group Bembo
was in direct correspondencewith the Spanish geographer of American discovery, Oviedo, and
in his Della historia Vinitiana, written during the period of the Doge Gritti's renovatio,Bembo
devoted Book 6 to the discovery of the New World. The significance of this text lies not only in
Bembo's recognition of the New World's implications for Venetian trade, but equally in his
linking of a critique of Ptolemy to the idea of renewal. If Ptolemy's geography was correct, 'it
would be almost necessary to believe that God was imprudent, having made (fabricato) the
world in such a way that the far greater part of the earth should by the surpassing foulness of its
climate be rendered uninhabitable (vacuad'huomini),contributing nothing of use'.79Such a conclusion would undermine Bembo's belief in the universal harmony of creation. However, the
navigations had revealed the New World not only to be habitable, but to offer a return to the
perfection in the Age of Gold. The very rivers of the New World are flowing with gold and its
aboriginal inhabitants live in the golden age of mankind's youth, as Rosaccio's selection of
images from De Bry was later to imply.80In Renaissance terms such a claim may be related precisely to the idea of a social and environmental renewal consistent with universal origins.
Bembo supported Gritti's renewal plans for Venice and participated directly through his links
with Vettor Fausto's schemes for renovating shipbuilding at the Arsenal.8'
Bembo's interest in concepts of cycle and renewal were common to the group with whom,
from 1525 to his death, he shared an extended scientific correspondence concerning geographical and cosmographic issues: Giacomo Gastaldi, whom we have already met; Gianbattista Ramusio, Secretary to the Senate and editor of reports on the discoveries; and Girolamo
Fracastoro, physician, mathematician and cosmologist whose Omocentriciof 1538 'clearly
demonstrated the inadequacy of eccentric orbits and epicycles in the Ptolomeic theory'.82
Ramusio dedicated the third volume of his Navigationi, dealing appropriately with the New
World, to Fracastoro; its maps were drawn by Gastaldi and its text published the reports on
America upon which Bembo had drawn in his Historia.83
Involved too was Gasparo Contarini
whose contribution to the myth of Venetian constitutional perfection in De magistratibuset republica Venetorum'was an essential part of the Grittian renewal'.84The fruits of their discussions are
seen in the commentaries written by Ramusio in the Navigationi, some of which, like the debate
on the inhabitability of the earth, we have already found in Bembo's writing. Among the issues
that particularly fascinated the group were the sources and explanation of the Nile's annual
flood, a question occasioned in part by Ptolemy's location of the Nile's sources in the Mountains of the Moon south of the equatorial line and the simultaneity of tidal movements in different locations across the globe.85The scientific conclusions are of less immediate interest than
the fact that in both cases the concern was with cyclical renewal at a continental or global scale,
evidence of harmonies at the intermediate Ptolomeic level. The issue of tidal movement also
directly affected the nature and balance of the Venetian lagoon, a matter of considerable con80

cern in debates over renovatioand the subject in part of the polemic between Sabbadino and
Cornaro at mid century.86
After Bembo's death both Ramusio (together with his son Paolo) and Gastaldi, at this time
sharing the same house in Venice, belonged to the Accademia della Fama (1557-61).87 Tafuri
has pointed to the critical significance of this short-lived Academy in the debates over renovatio.88The academy was a private affair, dominated by Frederico Badoer, whose declared aim
was nothing less than 'to restore the golden age to the world: an objective that was pursued
through a precise classification of subject matter and an almost obsessive concern for the
thoroughness and universality of materials, above all for the definitive ordering'.89Among the
300 learned volumes published in fulfilment of this encyclopaedic vision was Ruscelli's Ptoand the planned Italian translation of a key Venetian Neolemy, as well as Strabo's Geography
platonic work, Francesco Giorgio's De harmoniamundi.These works and the presence of the
Ramusios, Gastaldi, and the 'exquisite Tiepolo the Geographer/who knows every shape and
place in the world'90served to locate geography and cartography at the heart of learned discourse among the political elite of Venice. Girolamo Ruscelli himself testifies to the close bond
of humanist interest and geographical representation. In addition to his work on Ptolemy,
which included detailed instructions on making terrestrial globes, he wrote extensively on
Italian language and rhetoric, published Daniele Barbaro's De eloquenzaas well as commentaries on Ovid, Boccacio and Ariosto. His text of Ariosto's OrlandoFuriosois illustrated with
woodcuts which are often cartographic in nature, adopting the style of contemporary 'news
maps' which illustrated battles and sieges against cartographic outlines of their locations
(Fig. 7). The plate for Canto 15, for example, covers the whole of Africa and Southern Asia and
is clearly based on Ptolemy's tabulae,updated by Renaissance discoveries.9'Ruscelli's Emblem
book of 1580, Le impreseillustri,gives more specific evidence of his academic neoplatonic interpretation of geography and cartography. A number of the emblems he discusses contain terrestrial globes and celestial bodies. In discussing that of Henry II of France, Ruscelli represents
man on the terrestrialglobe looking towards the emperian and comments that man is placed in
the middle point between the two spheres observing creation from a position close to the angels.
Our bodies are on earth but our spirits are intended to rise through the circles of the heavens: 'di
Cielo en Cielo, & di grado engradofin a Dio, oltreil qualenosi daprogresso,& nel qualela mentenostra, &
tutti gli Angeli, & Intelligenze si resposanoperfettamente'.92It is a metaphysical vision familiar in

Renaissance Neo-platonism and Hermeticism from Pico to Fludd.
Another member of the Accademia della Fama, the Sicilian mathematician Giuseppe
Moleto (1531-88), teacher of Galileo, wrote a 'discorso universale' for Ruscelli's Ptolemy.
Moleto's theme is the universal application of mathematical sciences to practical interventions
in the world. His close friend was Nicolo Zen,93first provveditore
of the Reclamation ministry.
Zen himself exerted a powerful influence on the Grittian programme of renewal and in the first
year of the Academy's life based his proposal for the great scheme of land reclamation at Monseliche on the laws of the original creation of nature:
in the plan we should proceed in three stages in imitation of Almighty God, who in the construction of the world
[fabricadelmondo]separated first the heavens from undifferentiatedmatter, then separated the earth from water
and finally made the earth bear particular things: animals, trees and plants ... Therefore in three divisions we
may carry this scheme forward to completion.

Among the technical means to achieve this cosmogonic aim were maps and disegni,revealing
the closeness of mapping to idealized planning based on cosmological principles.
The motto of the Accademia della Fama was 'Jo voloal cieloper reposarmiin Dio,' reminding us

again that 'the scientific tendency, in the heart of the Accademia Venetiana, was accompanied
by a revival of Hermetic and Neoplatonic studies proposed in translations into the vernacular'.95Through this characteristically Venetian association of the practical with the speculative we may see Venetian geography and cartography directly related to those cosmological
themes which played so central a role in Venetian artistic culture throughout the sixteenth
century.
Cartography,Venice:the universaland the local

The two great cartographers of sixteenth century Venice, Cristoforo Sorte and Giacomo Gastaldi, were essentially practical men. But they were by no means unaffected by the powerful
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Fig. 7. Map of the Mediterranean Africa and southern Asia (according to Ptolemy) by Girolamo Ruscelhi Engraving for Canto 15 inl Ariosto's Orlando Furioso
(Venetta, 1556), p. 146.
By courtesyof the Harry Ransom Research Center, Universityof Texas at Austin.

strain of speculation which informed cultural debate in sixteenth century Venetian culture.
This is best observed in their two short texts: Sorte's Osservazioninellapitturaand Gastaldi's Universale descrittionedel mondo which we have already related to chorography and geography
respectively. In their different ways each reaches towards the idea of universal or cosmic perfection, linking it to the concept of cyclical renewal. Sorte's essay opens with an explanation of
the origin of rivers which he argues that the sun's heat raises vapors from the earth which, as
they rise, cool and condense into water which is deposited as rain and snow in the higher, cooler
82

regions of the mountains, thence flowing back to the sea.96 Effectively he describes the hydrological cycle as we understand it today, challenging the Aristotelian notion of underground
passages from the sea as the source of rivers which, in Sorte's words is 'against nature'.97 The
idea of cyclical renewal is picked up later in his lyrical description of the seasons, the clearest
terrestrial evidence of harmony in nature.98 In Gastaldi, too, the universal perfection of nature
is underlined. His text opens with a description of how the elements combine to produce a perfect sphere:
The universal machine of earth and water, dense and heavy elements, in themselves are inferiorto air and fire,
rarer and lighter elements, and by their weight and density naturally gather at the centre of the world ... 99

Because the waters fill the deep clefts and valleys of earth (the ocean beds) they serve to make a
perfect sphere which in its passage with the sun produces the renewal of the seasons. '00Gastaldi
explains mathematically and scientifically what Sorte describes poetically, but in both texts the
emphasis is on those notions of original cosmic perfection and cyclical renewal in nature which
formed so strong an element in Venetian thought of the time.
Shifting from the universal to the local, we might also consider the shared fascination among
both Venetian cartographers and thinkers with Mexico City, named Tenochtitlan or Temistan. Cortez's report of taking the Aztec capital was well known and the city's location at the
center of a lake, supplied with fresh water by acqueducts, fascinated Venetians who saw this
New World metropolis as a paradigm for Venice itself. On Agnese's world map of 1536 it is the
largest city shown, occupying most of northern Mexico; on the Carta Ramusio (1534) and on
Gastaldi's Universaledella parte del mondomuovamenteritrovata(1556) it achieves an almost equal
prominence. Equally indicative are the idealized ground plans of Tenochtitlan. The earliest
appears in Benedetto Bordone's Isolario of 1528 (four years after the original was printed in
Nuremburg from Cortez's report to Charles V) and it forms the model for the plan published in
the third volume of Ramusio's Navigationi which clearly distinguishes two lakes, one fresh
water, the larger salt water in which the city is built (Fig. 8). In a letter to Alvise Cornaro supporting his ideas for removing salt water from the lagoon Fracastoro proposed the transformation of Venice into a new 'Themestitan' isolated in a river-fed fresh water lake.'0' Such renewal
went beyond the limits imposed by nature which had made Venice originally perfect-as Sabbadino's criticism of Cornaro would make clear-but the proposal indicates the power of cartographic images in the Venetian discourse of renovatio.In the past Venice had variously been
imagined as a second Rome, or Byzantium, or even Jerusalem: each of them sacred and eternal
cities, axes mundiof the Old World around which the harmoniamunditurned: now it was to be
imaged as a future Tenochtitlan, great city of the New World.
Conclusion
In the opening part of this paper I drew attention to Harley and Woodward's plea that we
study the social implications of the varied form and matter of maps, defined as graphic representations facilitating spatial understanding of things, concepts, conditions, processes and
events in the human world. The Ptolemeic conception of mapping may be regarded as one
dimension of the greater Renaissance intellectual and representational revolution whose
impact was working through Venetian culture in the early modern age. Environment, economy
and historical experience meant that mapping was a form of representational discourse that
Venetians understood and manipulated with ease in the interlocking spheres of practicality
and philosophical speculation. From the universe as a whole, through the geographical spaces
of a terrestrial globe dramatically opened up by navigation, to the specificity of individual
places and landscapes, mapping offered a unified representational field for Venetian reflections
on space, time and nature. Philosophically, the Ptolemeic hierarchy may be seen as the spatial
equivalent of the temporal classification: prudentia,novitasand origine. This tripartite reading of
space and time structured a central debate of sixteenth century Venetian culture: how to relate
the unique place and history that was sixteenth century Venice to a universal space and time
that spoke of God's immanence in the world. 102 At each scale the practice of cartography represented nature (Natura) which, for Venetians, 'in its several senses essentially meant the
materialization of God's creative power-the
sacred quality inherent in the real, profane
world'.'03 At the chorographic scale mapping overlapped with landscape painting in repre83
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City of Temistitan from G. B. Ramusio's Navigationli et Viaggi, 3 (Venezia, 1556).
By courtesyof the Biblioteco Morciono. Venice.

senting the natural world and its rhythms, as we have seen in Sorte's work. At the global scale,
the unity as well as the environmental and anthropological variety of the habitable world was
being revealed by Gastaldi's, Sanuto's and Rosaccio's geographical maps. In the world of Fracastoro and others the perfection of the cosmos itself was being interrogated. Put another way,
mundiwas made visible through conin sixteenth century Venice the universality of the harmonia
cepts of mapping, and carried towards the discovery and creation of new, more perfect worlds
partly through the ideal of planning implicit in cartographic practice.
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